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A NOTE ON NONRADIAL NODAL SOLUTIONS TO THE
HE´NON PROBLEM IN THE DISC
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Abstract. In this paper we consider some nodal solutions of the He´non problem
in the unit disc with Dirichlet boundary conditions and we show that they are
quasiradial, that is to say they are nonradial, they have two nodal regions and
their nodal line does not touch the boundary of the disc.
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1. Introduction
This paper concerns with nodal solutions to the He´non problem
(1.1)
{ −∆u = |x|α|u|p−1u in B,
u = 0 on ∂B,
where α ≥ 0, p > 1 and B stands for the unit ball of the plane. Equation (1.1)
has important applications in physics. It has been derived in [H] in the study of a
cluster of stars with a big collapsed object in the origin and it models also steady-
state distributions in some diffusion processes, see [DP1].
One way to obtain solutions that change sign is to minimize the the Energy functional
(1.2) Ep(u) = 1
2
∫
B
|∇u|2 − 1
p+ 1
∫
B
|x|α|u|p+1
constrained to the nodal Nehari manifold
Nnod := {v ∈ H10 (B) : s.t. v+, v− 6= 0, E ′p(v)v+ = 0, E ′p(v)v− = 0}
where E ′ denotes the Fre´chet derivative of E and s+ (s−) stands for the positive
(negative) part of s. The nodal Nehari has been introduced in [CCN], see also
[BWe], to produce the so called least energy nodal solutions. In our setting, since
H10 (B) is compactly embedded in L
p+1(B) for every p > 1, we can infer that
min
u∈Nnod
Ep(u)
is attained at a nontrivial function up, which is a weak, but also classical, solution
to (1.1), has two nodal regions, which are the connected components of the set
{x ∈ B : u(x) 6= 0} and satisfies
(1.3) m(up) = 2.
This work was partially supported by Gruppo Nazionale per l’Analisi Matematica, la Probabilita`
e le loro Applicazioni (GNAMPA) of the Istituto Nazionale di Alta Matematica (INdAM) and Fabbr
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2 F. GLADIALI, G. STEGEL
Here m(u) is the Morse index of a solution u to (1.1), namely the maximal dimension
of a subspace X ⊆ H10 (B) where the quadratic form
(1.4) Qu(ψ) :=
∫
B
(|∇ψ|2 − p|x|α|u|p−1ψ2) dx
is negative definite.
Let us explain how these last properties are obtained in [BWe], since we will need
to use them in the sequel. Since up is a minimum on Nnod
〈E ′′p (up)ψ,ψ〉 = Qup(ψ) ≥ 0
for any ψ on the tangent space to Nnod at up that we denote by Tup , where E ′′p (u) is
the second Fre´chet derivative of Ep at u and 〈 , 〉 is the pairing. Then the quadratic
form Qup can be negative definite only on the orthogonal to Tup and, since Nnod has
codimension 2, one gets
m(up) ≤ 2.
Moreover, up /∈ Tup and u+p and u−p satisfy
∫
B
∣∣∇u±p ∣∣2 dx = ∫B |x|α ∣∣u±p ∣∣p+1 dx, so
that we have
Qup(u
±
p ) =
∫
B
∣∣∇u±p ∣∣2 dx− p∫
B
|x|α ∣∣u±p ∣∣p+1 dx = (1− p) ∫
B
∣∣∇u±p ∣∣2 dx < 0
since u±p 6= 0 and p > 1, showing (1.3).
Finally up has 2 nodal regions because
(1.5) 2 ≤ n(up) ≤ m(up) = 2
if n(u) denotes the number of nodal regions of u. The second inequality holds since
if Ωp is a nodal region of up then, letting zp = upχΩp , where χΩ is the character-
istic function of Ω, then zp satisfies
∫
B |∇zp|2 dx =
∫
B |x|α |zp|p+1 dx and as before
Qup(zp) = (1− p)
∫
B |∇zp|2 dx < 0.
Moreover, when α = 0, letting Zu := {x ∈ B : u(x) = 0} the nodal set of a solution
u, then
Zup ∩ ∂B 6= ∅
by [PW, Theorem 1.2] or [AP] and it is reasonable to conjecture that the same holds
when α > 0. The same minimization method to produce nodal solutions can be
repeated in subspaces of H10 (B) which are invariant by the action of some subgroup
G of the orthogonal group O(2), producing by the principle of symmetric criticality
in [P] solutions to (1.1) invariant by the action of G.
In particular, letting H10,rad the subspace given by radial functions (which are invari-
ant by the action of O(2)), and N radnod := Nnod ∩H10,rad we can say that
min
u∈N radnod
Ep(u)
is attained at a nontrivial function uradp which is a radial solution to (1.1), has two
nodal regions and satisfies
(1.6) mrad(u
rad
p ) = 2
if mrad(u) denotes the Morse index in the space H
1
0,rad. As in the previous case
the last estimate can be deduced from the minimality of Ep(uradp ) in N radnod, while no
estimate can be deduced on the total Morse index m(uradp ) by this minimality in
H10,rad. Moreover obviously Zuradp ∩ ∂B = ∅.
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Of course, in principle uradp can coincide with the least energy nodal solution up
found already, but it is known by [AG1] (Theorem 1.1, formula (1.8) with N = 2)
that this is not the case because of the estimate
m(uradp ) ≥ 4 + 2
[α
2
]
where [·] is the integer part, which contradicts (1.3) and shows that up 6= uradp for
every p > 1 and every α ≥ 0. A similar estimate has been previously deduced, in
a different way, in [AP] for autonomous nonlinearities, namely for α = 0, see also
[DP2] for some similar estimates when α 6= 0.
However, as in the paper [AG2], for every n ≥ 1 we can consider also the subgroups
Gn of O(2) generated by any rotation of angle 2pin centered at the origin. Then,
letting
H10,n := {v ∈ H10 (B) : v(x) = v(g(x)) for any x ∈ B, for any g ∈ Gn}
we can repeat the minimization of Ep on the constraintN nnod := Nnod∩H10,n obtaining
that
min
u∈Nnnod
Ep(u)
is attained at a nontrivial function unp ∈ H10,n which solves (1.1), changes sign and
satisfies
(1.7) mn(u
n
p ) = 2
if mn(u) denotes the Morse index in the space H
1
0,n. As previously observed (1.7)
is due to the fact that unp minimizes Ep on N nnod and satisfies
∫
B
∣∣∇(unp )±∣∣2 =∫
B
∣∣(unp )±∣∣p+1. We will refer to these functions as nodal n-invariant least energy
solutions to (1.1).
Anyway it is not clear if by minimizing Ep(u) on N nnod we bring on new solutions,
since unp can coincide either with up or with u
rad
p or with u
m
p for n 6= m and, of course,
for n = 1 u1p corresponds to up since G1 is the trivial subgroup and H10,1 = H10 (B).
But, by [BWW] we know that least energy solutions are foliated Schwarz symmet-
ric, namely axially symmetric with respect to an axis passing through the origin and
nonincreasing in the polar angle from this axis. In particular in [PW], for p > 2, it
is shown that they are strictly decreasing in the polar angle when nonradial.
This last result proves then that unp differs from up for every n > 1. Moreover, very
recently, the question of the extension of the foliated Schwarz symmetry to the case
of functions invariant by the action of Gn has been raised in [G]. Here, denoting by
S 2pi
n
:= {(x, y) ∈ B : x > 0, y > 0, 0 < yx < 2pin } and Spin := {(x, y) ∈ B : x > 0, y >
0, 0 < yx <
pi
n} and B := {(x, y) ∈ B : x > 0, y > 0, yx = pin} the bisector of S 2pin , it
has been proved that:
Theorem 1.1 ([G]). Let unp ∈ H10,n be a solution to (1.1) with p ≥ 2 such that
mn(u
n
p ) ≤ 2.
Then, either unp is radial or u
n
p , up to a rotation, is symmetric with respect to B in
the sector S 2pi
n
and is strictly decreasing in the angular variable in the semi-sector
Spi
n
.
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As an application of Theorem 1.1 we get that nodal least energy solutions unp either
are radial or, up to a rotation, are strictly decreasing in the polar angle in Spi
n
,
showing that unp 6= ump for n 6= m when they are nonradial and p ≥ 2. In [G] and
also in [PW] the assumption p ≥ 2 arises from a convexity request for the nonlinear
term and cannot be removed.
There remains the possibility that the nodal solutions constructed in the spaces H10,n
are radial when n ≥ 2 and we want to know when unp 6= uradp . This is a very difficult
problem and it is not possible to give an answer to this question in such a general
formulation. Indeed this issues strongly depends on the values of the parameters
that describe the problem, namely on α, n and on p so that changing one of this
parameter makes the answer change.
Nevertheless a positive answer can be given at least for some values of n when the
exponent p is large and indeed in [AG2] the following result has been showed:
Theorem 1.2 ([AG2]). Let α ≥ 0 be fixed. There exists an exponent p∗ = p∗(α)
such that problem (1.1) admits at least d2+α2 κ−1e distinct nodal nonradial solutions
for every p > p∗(α).
Here dte = min{k ∈ Z : k ≥ t} stands for the ceiling function and if t¯ is the unique
root of the equation 2
√
e log t + t = 0 then κ = 1 + 2
√
e
t¯ ≈ 5.1869. When α = 0
Theorem 1.2 provides dκ−1e = 5 nodal nonradial solutions, namely u1p = up, u2p, u3p,
u4p and u
5
p and gives back a previous multiplicity result in [GI] obtained considering
similar, but slightly different spaces H10,n. In any case Theorem 1.1 implies that the
solutions in [GI] for α = 0 coincide with the ones of Theorem 1.2.
Then, by Theorem 1.2 we have d2+α2 κ − 1e different nodal nonradial solutions to
(1.1) when p is large enough that are given by the nodal least energy n-invariant
solutions u1p, u
2
p, . . . , u
d 2+α
2
κ−1e
p .
Starting from these solutions we want here to study the properties of the nodal
sets of unp . In this symmetric setting, indeed, the inequality (1.5) which relates the
number of nodal regions of unp to its Morse index is no longer that clear. Due to the
rotations invariance it is enough to consider any function u ∈ H10,n in a sector S of
angle 2pin . Denoting by n˜(u
n
p ) then the number of the nodal regions of u
n
p in S it can
be easily derived that
2 ≤ n˜(unp )
since unp changes sign. But the other inequality n˜(u
n
p ) ≤ mn(unp ) = 2 does not hold
any more since the situation depicted in Fig 1 is also possible. This is why we want
to investigate here these questions:
How many nodal domains do the nodal least energy solutions unp have when they are
nonradial? Does the closure of their nodal set touch the boundary of B? Is the nodal
set a regular curve? Which are the possible shapes of their nodal regions?
We will see that the answer strongly depends on the degree of symmetry of the
solution, namely on the values of n. To explain the different possibilities that can
arise we say that a nodal region is n-invariant if it is invariant by the action of Gn.
Of course a nodal region n-invariant is not contained in any sector of angle 2pin . As
a consequence of the strict angular monotonicity in Theorem 1.1 we will see that
only the following possibilities hold for a least energy nodal solution unp when it is
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Figure 1. The sector S 2pi
n
and one possible nodal configuration
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Figure 2. Two possible nodal configurations when case 2) occurs
nonradial:
case 1) unp admits 2n nodal regions in B. In this case there exists a connected
component of Zunp that contains the origin and whose closure intersects ∂B, see
Fig.1.
case 2) unp admits n+1 nodal regions in B. In this case there exists a sector of angle
2pi
n that contains a nodal region of u
n
p while the other nodal region is connected and
n-invariant, see Fig.2.
case 3) unp admits 2 nodal regions in B which are connected, n-invariant and the
closure of the nodal set of unp does not touch the boundary of B, see Fig.3.
In principle some other configurations are possible but they are ruled out by the
symmetry and the monotonicity of unp given by Theorem 1.1 and the Morse index
estimate in (1.7). We can then say that a lower Morse index implies a smaller
complexity in the geometry of the nodal configuration of the solutions and this is
also true in symmetric spaces. We can then introduce the following definition:
Definition 1.3. We say that a solution u is quasiradial if it is nonradial, it has
only two nodal regions and the closure of its nodal set does not touch the boundary.
Of course unp is quasiradial only when case 3) happens.
In this paper we try to understand the possibile shapes of the nodal zones when
p is large and in particular we can prove the following:
Theorem 1.4. Let p > p∗ and let unp be a nodal least energy n-invariant nonradial
solution as in Theorem 1.2, for n = 1, . . . , d2+α2 κ−1e. Then, only the possibilities of
case 1), 2) and 3) can hold. Moreover unp can be of type 1) if and only if n ≤
[
2+α
4 γ
]
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−
+
Figure 3. A possible nodal configuration when case 3) occurs
where γ ≈ 4.859 and [·] is the integer part. It can be of type 2) if and only if
n ≤ [2+α2 γ − 1]. Finally for n > [2+α2 γ − 1] unp is of type 3), Zunp does not intersect
∂B and unp is quasiradial.
See Proposition 2.6 for the characterization of the constant γ. As simple corollaries
we obtain:
Corollary 1.5. For every α ≥ 0 problem (1.1) admits at least 2 quasiradial solutions
when p is large enough whose nodal set is a smooth curve.
Corollary 1.6. The number of quasiradial solutions of problem (1.1) in Corollary
1.5 increases in α and goes to infinity as α→∞.
The results are obtained by comparing the energy of the solutions unp with the
energy of the radial solution uradp and this approach has been previously used in
[DIP] in a different setting. In particular we prove that each nodal region carries
a minimum amount of energy which adds up to the energy of the other regions.
Nevertheless, since, by construction, unp is a minimum on the Nehari inH
1
0,n, this sum
should be smaller than the energy of the radial solution. Finally the monotonicity
in Theorem 1.1, together with the Morse index estimate (1.7) bound the number of
the nodal regions and of the nodal shape so that only the possibilities 1), 2) and 3)
can occur.
2. Proof of the results
First we recall from [RW] a useful estimate for functions in H10 (Ω). Here by ‖ · ‖q
we mean the norm in Lq.
Lemma 2.1. For every t ≥ 2 there is Dt such that
‖v‖t ≤ Dt
√
t‖∇v‖2
for all v ∈ H10 (Ω) where Ω is a bounded domain of R2. Furthermore
(2.1) lim
t→∞Dt = (8pie)
− 1
2 .
Next we apply the previous lemma to functions that belong to the Nehari manifold
and we get the following estimate:
Lemma 2.2. Let Ω ⊆ B and let wp ∈ H10 (Ω) be such that
(2.2)
∫
Ω
|∇wp|2 =
∫
Ω
|x|α|wp|p+1
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for every p. Then
(2.3) lim inf
p→∞ p
∫
Ω
|∇wp|2 ≥ 8pie.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 with t = p+ 1 we have∫
Ω
|∇wp|2 ≥
(∫
Ω |wp|p+1
) 2
p+1
(p+ 1)D2p+1
≥
(∫
Ω |x|α|wp|p+1
) 2
p+1
(p+ 1)D2p+1
and, using (2.2) (∫
Ω
|∇wp|2
) p−1
p+1
≥ ((p+ 1)D2p+1)−1
which gives
p
∫
Ω
|∇wp|2 ≥ p
(
(p+ 1)D2p+1
)− p+1
p−1
so that (2.3) follows using (2.1) and passing to the lim inf. 
We can now obtain an estimate of the L2 norm of the gradient of a solution up
corresponding to each nodal zone, namely:
Lemma 2.3. Let up be a solution to (1.1) and let Ωp ⊂ B be a nodal region of up.
Then
(2.4) lim inf
p→∞ p
∫
Ωp
|∇up|2 ≥ 8pie.
Proof. Let zp := upχΩp where χΩ denotes the characteristic function of Ω. Then
zp ∈ H10 (B) and zp ≡ 0 in B \ Ωp so that∫
B
|∇zp|2 =
∫
Ωp
|∇up|2 and
∫
B
|x|α|zp|p+1 =
∫
Ωp
|x|α|up|p+1
Multiplying (1.1) by zp and integrating in B we get∫
Ωp
|∇up|2 =
∫
B
∇up∇zp =
∫
B
|x|α|up|p−1upzp =
∫
Ωp
|x|α|up|p+1
from which it follows that zp satisfies (2.2) in B. By the previous lemma then
lim inf
p→∞ p
∫
B
|∇zp|2 ≥ 8pie.

It is easy now to obtain an estimate of the energy Ep in every nodal region. Indeed
Lemma 2.4. Let up be a solution to (1.1) and let Ωp be a nodal region of up. Then
(2.5) lim inf
p→∞ p
(
1
2
∫
Ωp
|∇up|2 − 1
p+ 1
∫
Ωp
|x|α|up|p+1
)
≥ 4pie.
Proof. We already know from the previous lemma that∫
Ωp
|∇up|2 =
∫
Ωp
|x|α|up|p+1
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so that the energy in (2.5) becomes
lim inf
p→∞ p
(
1
2
∫
Ωp
|∇up|2 − 1
p+ 1
∫
Ωp
|x|α|up|p+1
)
= lim inf
p→∞
p− 1
2(p+ 1)
p
∫
Ωp
|∇up|2
=
1
2
lim inf
p→∞ p
∫
Ωp
|∇up|2 ≥ 4pie.

We can use (2.5) to obtain an estimate from below of the energy of a solution up
given the number of its nodal regions.
Corollary 2.5. Let up be a solution to (1.1) that has at least N nodal regions for p
large. Then
(2.6) lim inf
p→∞ pEp(up) ≥ 4pieN.
Proof. By assumption up has at leastN nodal regions that we denote by Ω1,p, . . . ,ΩN,p
so that
pEp(up) ≥
N∑
j=1
p
(
1
2
∫
Ωj,p
|∇up|2 − 1
p+ 1
∫
Ωj,p
|x|α|up|p+1
)
Then using the lim inf properties and estimate (2.5) in every nodal zone Ωj,p we get
lim inf
p→∞ pEp(up) ≥
N∑
j=1
lim inf
p→∞ p
(
1
2
∫
Ωj,p
|∇up|2 − 1
p+ 1
∫
Ωj,p
|x|α|up|p+1
)
≥
N∑
j=1
4pie
concluding the proof. 
We conclude this first part with an estimate of the energy of the radial solution uradp .
We deduce it from the estimate on the energy of radial nodal least energy solutions
in [GGP], using a transformation that relates radial solutions of the two problems
introduced in [GGN] and [GGN2].
Proposition 2.6. Let uradp be a radial solution to (1.1) with two nodal zones. Then
(2.7) lim
p→∞ pEp(u
rad
p ) = 2(2 + α)γpie
where γ is approximately equals to 4.859 and is given by γ = e
−
√
e
t¯+
√
e
(
e
t¯2
+ 1 + 2
√
e
t¯
)
where t¯ is the unique root of the equation 2
√
e log t+ t = 0.
Proof. Letting vp(t) =
(
2
2+α
) 2
p−1
uradp (r), for t = r
2+α
2 and r = |x|, as in [AG2, Sez.
2] it is easily seen that vp(t) is a radial nodal solution to
(2.8)
{ −∆vp = |vp|p−1vp in B,
vp = 0 on ∂B,
with two nodal zones and∫
B
|∇uradp |2 =
(
2 + α
2
) p+3
p−1
∫
B
|∇vp|2dx
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The limit of the energy associated with vp has been studied in [GGP] where it is
proved that
lim
p→∞ p
∫
B
|∇vp|2dx = 8piγe
Then (2.7) follows recalling that
lim
p→∞ pEp(u
rad
p ) =
1
2
lim
p→∞
(
2 + α
2
) p+3
p−1
p
∫
B
|∇vp|2dx.

The constant γ has been characterized in [GGP, Theorem 2] and we refer the reader
to that paper in order to better understand where it comes from.
Now we turn to the least energy n-invariant solutions unp and we prove an energy
estimate.
Lemma 2.7. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant solution to (1.1). Then, for every
n ≥ 1
(2.9) lim sup
n→∞
pEp(unp ) ≤ 2(2 + α)γpie.
Proof. It easily follows since, by construction,
pEp(unp ) ≤ pEp(uradp ).

We are now able to prove an estimate on the number of nodal regions that a least
energy n-invariant solution can have for any value of n, namely:
Proposition 2.8. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). Then
unp has at most Nα :=
[
2+α
2 γ
]
nodal regions for p large, where [·] stands for the integer
part and γ is as in Proposition 2.6
Proof. When unp is radial we are done since it has 2 < Nα nodal regions. When u
n
p
is nonradial let N be the number of its nodal regions as p → ∞. Equation (2.6)
implies
lim inf
p→∞ pEp(u
n
p ) ≥ 4pieN
which together with (2.9) implies that
4pieN ≤ lim inf
p→∞ pEp(u
n
p ) ≤ lim sup
p→∞
pEp(unp ) ≤ 2(2 + α)γpie
showing that
N ≤ 2 + α
2
γ.

Thanks to Proposition 2.8 we are in position to obtain some properties of the nodal
configurations of unp in order to get Theorem 1.4.
We start with a bound on the possible number of nodal regions inside a sector S of
angle 2pin . Clearly there exists an angle 0 < ϕ < 2pi such that S = Rϕ(S 2pin
), where
Rϕ denotes a counterclockwise rotation of angle ϕ centered at the origin.
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Lemma 2.9. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). There
can be at most two nodal regions of unp strictly contained in a sector S = Rϕ(S 2pi
n
).
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a sector S of angle 2pin that contains
` > 2 distinct nodal regions of unp , that we denote by D1, D2, . . . , D`. We denote
then by Dni the subset of B obtained by Di through subsequent rotations of angle
2pi
n , namely D
n
i := Di ∪ R 2pi
n
(Di) ∪ R2 2pi
n
(Di) ∪ · · · ∪ R(n−1) 2pi
n
(Di). Of course D
n
i
is invariant by the action of Gn and it has n connected components since we are
assuming Di ⊂ S. Next, we let zi := unpχDni for i = 1, . . . , ` and we observe that
zi ∈ H10 (B), zi is n-invariant, since Dni and unp are n-invariant, zi 6= 0, zi ≡ 0 in
B \ {Dni } and, as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, zi satisfies (2.2) in B. We can then
infer that
Qunp (zi) =
∫
B
|∇zi|2 − p
∫
B
|x|α|zi|p+1 = (1− p)
∫
B
|∇zi|2 < 0
for i = 1, . . . , `. We have constructed so far ` functions, z1, . . . , z` ∈ H10,n which are
orthogonal in L2(B), since they have disjoint supports, and that make negative the
quadratic form Qunp . This contradicts (1.7) and shows that ` ≤ 2. 
As a consequence of the previous proof we immediately have:
Corollary 2.10. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). Then
unp can have only two n-invariant nodal components that can be connected or not.
We can also prove the following result:
Lemma 2.11. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). Suppose
there exists a sector S of angle 2pin that contains two nodal regions of u
n
p , D1, D2.
Then S \ Zunp = D1 ∪D2 and unp admits 2n nodal components in B.
Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that
(
B \ Zunp
)
∩ (S \ {D1 ∪D2}) = D˜ 6= ∅. The
previous lemma implies that any sector S can contain at most two nodal regions of
unp , meaning that D˜ is not a connected component of B \ Zunp but it is contained
in a connected component D of B \ Zunp . If D is n-invariant we are done, else we
let, as in the previous lemma Dn be the subset of B \ Zunp which contains D and
is n-invariant. We also denote by Dni for i = 1, 2, the subsets of B obtained by Di
through subsequent rotations of angle 2pin , so that they are n-invariant. Obviously
Dn ∩Dni = ∅ for i = 1, 2 and this contradicts Corollary 2.10.
Finally, since
(
B \ Zunp
)
∩ S = D1 ∪ D2 then by the rotation invariance of unp it
easily follows that B \ Zunp admits 2n components. 
Now we use the monotonicity in Theorem 1.1 to obtain some useful properties of
unp . We will assume tacitly hereafter that u
n
p is strictly decreasing in the angular
variable in the sector Spi
n
. First we show that:
Lemma 2.12. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nonradial nodal solution to (1.1).
Assume unp (x¯) ≤ 0 for x¯ ∈ ∂S 2pi
n
∩ {(x, y) : 0 < x < 1, y = 0}. Then unp (x) < 0 in
{x ∈ S 2pi
n
: |x| = |x¯|}.
Proof. It follows by the strict angular monotonicity of unp in Spin and in S 2pin
\ Spi
n
given by Theorem 1.1. 
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Figure 4. Two possible nodal configurations when unp has a critical
point on the bisector B
Lemma 2.13. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). Then it
cannot have critical points on Zunp ∩ S 2pin .
Proof. If unp is radial then Zunp is a circle of radius r < 1 that separates the two nodal
regions of unp and there cannot be critical points on it, due to the Hopf Lemma. When
unp is nonradial instead, by Theorem 1.1 we know that, up to a rotation, its critical
points in S 2pi
n
lie on the bisector B. We can then assume, by contradiction, that there
exists one critical point x¯ on B∩Zunp . We recall first that if a point x¯ belongs to the
nodal set, then there exists a positive radius r such that {(unp )−1(0)}∩B(x¯, r) is made
of 2k C1-simple arcs, for some integer k ≥ 1, which all end in x¯ and whose tangent
lines at x¯ divide the disc into 2k angles of equal amplitude, see [HW] or [HHT,
Theorem 2.1]. In particular if ∇unp (x¯) = 0, then k ≥ 2 and {(unp )−1(0)} ∩B(x¯, r) is
made of at least four C1-simple arcs ending in x¯. By the symmetry and the strict
angular monotonicity of unp in S 2pi
n
the unique possible configuration in this case is
the one in Figure 4.
Indeed if unp (x¯) = 0 then u
n
p (x) > 0 for every x ∈ S¯ 2pi
n
such that |x| = |x¯| and x 6= x¯,
see Lemma 2.12. In x¯ the set Zunp is made of at least 4 simple arcs ending in x¯ which
are the boundaries or part of the boundaries of the nodal regions of unp , that can
neighbour each other only if unp has different sign within them. Then u
n
p admits a
nodal region contained in B(0, |x¯|) in which unp < 0 that we call D1 and another one
in which unp is negative, contained instead in B \ B¯(0, |x¯|), that we denote by D2.
These regions are separated by the nodal region in which unp is positive that we call
D3. Calling then D
n
1 , D
n
2 and D
n
3 the n-invariant extensions of D1, D2 and D3 we
obtain a contradiction with Corollary 2.10. So unp does not admit critical points on
Zunp ∩ S 2pin . 
As corollaries of the previous lemma we have:
Corollary 2.14. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nonradial nodal solution to
(1.1). The set Zunp can contain at most one critical point of unp which is the origin.
Proof. By Lemma 2.13 unp does not have critical points on Zunp ∩ S 2pin . It is possible
however that it has critical points on Zunp ∩ ∂S 2pin \ {O}. But then the function−unp is still a least energy n-invariant nonradial nodal solution to (1.1) such that its
rotation of angle pin is decreasing in Spin and has a critical point on the bisector of
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S 2pi
n
, which is impossible by the previous lemma. Then the only critical point of unp
on Zunp can be the origin. 
Corollary 2.15. The set Zunp \ {O} is locally a smooth curve.
It follows by the Implicit Function Theorem.
Corollary 2.16. If O ∈ Zunp then O is a critical point of order n.
Proof. By symmetry O is a critical point for unp and when O ∈ Zunp there exists a
positive radius r such that {(unp )−1(0)} ∩B(O, r) is made of 2k C1-simple arcs, for
some integer k ≥ 2. By Theorem 1.1, we can assume, up to a rotation, that unp is
strictly decreasing in the angular variable in Spi
n
. This implies that in the sector Spi
n
there should be one of the 2k C1-simple arcs of {(unp )−1(0)} ∩ B(O, r). If this is
not the case then this arc coincide with the bisector B, but since the nodal set is
the boundary of two consecutive nodal regions in which the sign of unp is opposite,
then this case is not possible due to the symmetry of unp with respect to B, (see
Theorem 1.1). So one arc is contained in Spi
n
and, by the symmetry of unp , another
arc is contained in S 2pi
n
\ Spi
n
. The invariance of unp with respect to Gn then implies
that k ≥ n. On the other hand k > n cannot hold, otherwise in the sector Spi
n
there should be at least 2 simple arcs which are the boundaries of nodal regions of
unp meaning that in Spin ∩ B(O, r) unp changes sign at least 3 times and this is not
possible since it is strictly decreasing in the angular variable. 
Lemma 2.17. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). As-
sume Zunp admits a connected component that contains the origin and whose closure
intersects ∂B. Then unp has 2n nodal regions in B.
Proof. Of course, under the assumptions unp cannot be radial. Moreover due to
Lemma 2.12 unp > 0 on ∂S 2pi
n
∩B \{0}, otherwise Zunp would not possess a connected
component that contains the origin and whose closure intersects ∂B. Then there
exists at least one component of S 2pi
n
\ Zunp in which unp < 0. We claim that the
set D1 := {x ∈ S 2pi
n
: unp (x) < 0} is made of one connected component. Indeed,
if it contained at least 2 connected components this would contradict Lemma 2.11,
since there exists at least another connected component of B \Zunp that contains the
x-axis, in which unp is positive.
By assumptions and by the symmetry of unp there should be a connected component
Z of Zunp that contains the origin and whose closure intersects ∂B and, since unp > 0
on ∂S 2pi
n
∩B \ {0}, it should be contained in S 2pi
n
. Moreover Z ∩ B = O where B is,
as before, the bisector of S 2pi
n
. Indeed, by contradiction, if Z ∩ B = x¯ 6= O then, by
the symmetry of unp , x¯ should be a critical point for u
n
p and this is not possible by
Lemma 2.13. So we can assume Z ⊂ Spi
n
and by the symmetry of unp the symmetric
of Z with respect B, called Z ′, belongs to Zunp ∩ S 2pin \ Spin .
Then Z¯ ∪ Z ′ shapes the boundary of D1 inside S 2pi
n
which is the unique nodal
region of unp contained in S 2pi
n
and D1 separates the regions of S 2pi
n
in which unp is
positive.
We call Dn1 the subset of B \ Zunp which contains D1 and is n-invariant. Since
D1 ⊂ S 2pi
n
, then Dn1 is made of n connected components.
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Next we let D2 be the connected component of B \Zunp that contains the set {(x, 0) :
0 < x < 1} and we denote Dn2 the the subset of B \ Zunp which contains D2 and
is n-invariant. Of course {(x, y) ∈ B : x > 0, y > 0, yx = 2pin } ⊂ R 2pin (D2) ⊂ D
n
2 .
If this is not true we can find a contradiction with Lemma 2.10. Moreover, since
Dn2 = D2∪R 2pi
n
(D2)∪R 4pi
n
(D2)∪ · · ·∪R 2(n−1)pi
n
(D2) then D
n
2 is made of n connected
components. Furthermore, there cannot be other nodal regions since this would
contradict Lemma 2.11. This shows that the nodal regions are 2n. 
Corollary 2.18. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). As-
sume Zunp admits in S 2pin a connected component Cp that contains the origin and
intersects ∂B. Then Cp intersect the bisector B only in the origin and eventually on
∂B.
Now we consider the case in which there exists a sector S of angle 2pin that contains
one component of unp but Zunp does not admit a connected component that contains
the origin and whose closure intersects ∂B. The set Zunp can contain either the origin
or intersect the boundary ∂B or neither. That makes no difference in this context
and we can prove:
Lemma 2.19. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). Assume
that there exists a sector S of angle 2pin that contains one component of B \ Zunp ,
but Zunp does not admit a connected component that contains the origin and whose
closure intersects ∂B. Then unp has n+ 1 nodal regions in B.
Proof. We let D1 be the connected component of B \ Zunp contained in S. We can
always assume that unp < 0 in D1 (otherwise we can consider −unp instead of unp ).
We call Dn1 the subset of B \ Zunp which contains D1 and is n-invariant. Since D1 is
contained in a sector of amplitude 2pin , then D
n
1 is made of n connected components
D1 ∪R 2pi
n
(D1) ∪ · · · ∪R(n−1) 2pi
n
(D1).
We claim that unp > 0 in D2 = S \ D1. Assume, by contradiction, that {x ∈ S :
unp (x) < 0} = D1 ∪ G1 and let G2 = {x ∈ S : unp (x) > 0} 6= ∅. For i = 2, 3 let
Gni be the subset of B \ Zunp which contains Gi and is n-invariant. We have that
Dn1 ∩Gni = ∅ for each i = 2, 3 and this contradicts Corollary 2.10. Then unp has the
same sign throughout D2, namely u
n
p > 0.
Next we claim that D¯1 ⊂ S ∪ {O} ∪ {∂B} and, in particular, either {O} ∈ ∂D1,
or ∂D1 ∩ ∂B 6= ∅ or none of the two holds. In all these cases D2 is connected,
unp > 0 in ∂S ∩ (B \ {O}) so that Dn2 , the subset of B \ Zunp which contains D2 and
is n-invariant, is connected concluding the proof.
Assume, by contradiction, that D¯1 ∩ (∂S ∩ B \ {O}) 6= ∅. We call t1 and t2 the
two lines which border the sector S. By symmetry reasons D¯1 intersects both the
lines t1 and t2 in two points x1, x2 such that |x1| = |x2|. Moreover unp (x) < 0 for
every x ∈ S such that |x| = |x1|. Since D1 is contained in S, it is not possibile that
∂D1 contains a part of t1 or t2, because this would contradict the Hopf boundary
Lemma. Then there should be a part of a nodal region G1 in which u
n
p > 0 contained
in B(0, |x1|) and another part G2 contained in B \ B¯(0, |x1|) which are separated
by D1. Letting as before G
n
i be the subset of B \ Zunp which contains Gi and is
n-invariant, for i = 2, 3, we have that Dn1 ∩Gni = ∅ for i = 2, 3 and this contradicts
Corollary 2.10. Then unp > 0 on t1, t2.
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Finally if {O} ∈ ∂D1 then it is obvious, by our assumptions, that ∂D1 ∩ ∂B = ∅,
since unp = 0 on ∂D1. It is now easy to see that D2 is connected. Indeed if {O} /∈ ∂D1
there exists a neighborhood of O in S in which unp > 0 that connects t1 and t2 and
the same is true whenever ∂D1∩∂B = ∅. This shows that also Dn2 is connected and
proves that the nodal regions of unp in this case are n+ 1. 
We end this part with a final Lemma which considers the case when the closure of
the nodal set of unp intersects the boundary ∂B.
Lemma 2.20. Let unp be a least energy n-invariant nodal solution to (1.1). Assume
that the closure of Zunp intersects ∂B. Then unp admits at least n + 1 nodal regions
in B.
Proof. If Zunp∩∂B 6= ∅ we can assume there exists at least a point x¯ ∈ Zunp∩∂S 2pin ∩∂B
such that y¯x¯ ∈ (0, 2pin ). If x¯ ∈ B, by symmetry reasons and the Hopf Lemma, Zunp
cannot be along B and then {(unp )−1(0)} ∩ B(x¯, r) ∩ B is made of at least 2 simple
arcs, one above B and one below it. Let us consider the arc below B which is
contained in Spi
n
and is the boundary of a nodal region for unp . Since u
n
p = 0 on ∂B,
either this arc is contained in Spi
n
and then its closure intersects ∂B, or it intersects
B or it intersect the x axis for x 6= O. In the first two cases, by the symmetry of
unp with respect to B, this arc shapes the boundary of a nodal region of unp which
is contained in the sector S 2pi
n
and then we can apply either Lemma 2.17 or Lemma
2.19 depending on the fact if the origin belongs to this arc or not. In both cases
unp admits at least n + 1 nodal regions and we are done. In the case when the arc
intersects the x axis instead, by symmetry of unp , we have that a nodal component
of unp is contained in Spin ∪R−pin (Spin ) which is a sector of angle
2pi
n and again we can
apply Lemma 2.19 getting the result.
Finally, if the closure of Zunp intersects ∂B in a point which does not lie on the
bisector, then there is at least one component of Zunp in Spin and we can repeat
exactly the previous argument to get the thesis. 
We can now prove Theorem 1.4 and Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let unp a least energy n-invariant solution. Either there exists
a sector S of angle 2pin that contains a nodal region of u
n
p or not. In the second case
all the nodal regions of unp are n-invariant and connected. This implies that u
n
p
admits only two nodal regions by Corollary 2.10 and we are in case 3). Of course
the nodal line cannot touch the boundary of B due to Lemma 2.20.
Else, if there exists a sector S of angle 2pin that contains a nodal region of u
n
p , then
either Zunp admits a connected component that contains the origin and whose closure
intersects ∂B or not. In the first case we are in case 1) and by Lemma 2.17 unp has
2n nodal regions. By Proposition 2.8 this is possible if and only if 2n ≤ [2+α2 γ]
which yields the thesis in case 1). Else Zunp does not admit a connected component
that contains the origin and whose closure intersects ∂B, and by Lemma 2.19 unp
has n+ 1 nodal regions and we are in case 2). By Proposition 2.8 this is possible if
and only if n+ 1 ≤ [2+α2 γ] concluding the proof. 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. By Theorem 1.2 we know that u1p, u
2
p, . . . , u
d 2+α
2
κ−1e
p are dis-
tinct nodal nonradial solutions to (1.1). By Theorem 1.4 we know that they are
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quasiradial when n > max{[2+α2 γ − 1] , [2+α4 γ]} = [2+α2 γ − 1]. The proof then fol-
lows observing that, by the definition of γ and κ and the properties of the ceiling
function, for every value of α, it holds
[
2+α
2 γ − 1
]
< d2+α2 κ−1e. Moreover the value
d2+α2 κ−1e−
[
2+α
2 γ − 1
]
is increasing in α and, since for α = 0 dκ−1e− [γ − 1] = 2,
we have at least two quasiradial solutions for every value of α. The regularity of the
nodal set follows by Corollary 2.15, since O /∈ Zunp . 
Proof of Corollary 1.6. The thesis follows since
d2 + α
2
κ− 1e −
[
2 + α
2
γ − 1
]
≥ 2 + α
2
(κ− γ).

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